Theorem. If a is an ergodic (group} automorphism of an infinitedimensional torus T°°, then a is a Bernoulli transformation. §

Preliminary Discussions
Let cr be an ergodic automorphism of X=T™. To prove the theorem, the character group G of X plays an essential role. G is countable ancl discrete. Since X is connected, G is torsionfree. Let (g) denote the free cyclic group generated by g^G, g=^=I. Then we have G=®(gn) (a direct product of discrete groups).
Conventions. We make use of multiplications for the group operations instead of additions. The units of X and G are denoted by e and 1 respectively.
The automorphism a of X induces the dual automorphism U of G. We classify elements of G into two classes. The first class is characterized by the condition Let GA be the set of all g^G satisfying the condition (A), then GA is {/-invariant (i.e. UGA = GA). It is not hard to see that GA is a subgroup.
Let w ) (the annihilator of Gn), then G^ is the character group of X\X n . It is known that dim (^X\X^= rank (G n } (cf. [8] ). Thus the factor group X\X n is a finite-dimensional torus, indeed it is compact, metrizable, abelian, connected, locally connected and finite-dimensional.
Since UG n = G n ,we have vX n = X n and so a induces a factor automorphism a n of XIX ny which is obviously ergodic. By the theorem of Katznelson [3] , a n is a Bernoulli transformation. Since GndG n +i, U G n =G, we _ ,
%==1
have X n uX w +i, n X n ={e} y and hence the following Lemma 3 implies n=± that <T is a Bernoulli transformation.
Lemma 3. (Ornstein [6]). Let a be an ergodic invertible rneasurepreserving transformation on a Lebesgue space {X, £F, /x).
Assume that there is a sequence of sub-a-fields {3? n } such that £F % d S^-KL, <j(3n) = 3 n , V 3? n = 2? and each factor a n =a\3 n is a Bernoulli transformation. n=i Then a is itself a Bernoulli transformation.
Remark. Ornstein [6] proved the above lemma under the additional assumption that the entropy ^(cr w )<oo for all n. But it is easy to see that we can remove this assumption using Lemma 4. (Ornstein [7] ). Every non-trivial factor of a Bernoulli transformation is Bernoullian. Let us assume k<.N and denote
Case 2. We assume G=K(g). By Lemma 1, K(g}=®U
We will make use of a divisible extension G of G, namely G is a minimal divisible (= complete) group containing G (cf. [4] ). In order to clear the structure of G we have the following Lemma 6, of which proof is given in Appendix. Using Lemma 6, it is not hard to see that there exists a divisible
Qi~Q and U is an automorphism of G which is an. extension of U. We remark that G is also torsionfree (cf. [4] ). Let us put which is a divisible extension of G\.
Lemma 7.
Proof. In order to prove the lemma it is enough to show that for any fixed j=k-\-\ y ..., N, there is an integer ;z^0 such that g^^G\.
Let G%={g£=.G\Kj\ g n^. G\ for some n^=Q}, then G% is a subgroup of implies G^Kj={\} and so Gi[}Kj={\} because the character group X of G is locally connected (cf. [8] ). Thus we arrive at a contradiction, which proves Lemma 7.
Now let us prove the Bernoulli property of (JT, cr). Let X be the character group of GA®GI and a the dual automorphism of X induced by U. Then the factors (X A> o 1 ) an d (X\, or) are Bernoullian by Case 1 and the same reason as Case 2 respectively. Therefore (X, a) is also Bernoullian. Since (X, cf) is a factor of (X, a) (i.e. X== X/ann (GJ), (X, cr) is a Bernoulli transformation by Lemma 4. § §. General Case
There is a sequence {g n }dG\GA such that putting we have UG n = G n , G n dG n+ i and U G n = G. Let X^ = ann(6^), then w=l crX w -Jf w and Cr w is the character group of XfX n .
Hence a on XlX n is Bernoullian by Case 3. Since X n^Xn+ i and f| X n ={e} t Lemma 3 w=l implies that cr on X is itself a Bernoulli transformation. Thus the proof of our theorem is completed. § 6. Examples Lemma 1 and the argument of Case 2 imply that if G^=GA then the entropy &(a) = oo. This applies also to an automorphism of a finitedimensional torus, and we have G=GA for it because it has a finite entropy. The first example is like a finite-dimensional one. Example 1. Let {HI\ /^l} be an infinite non-decreasing sequence of integers such that ni^2. Let GI be an ergodic automorphism of the torus T n > and ^ be a continuous homomorphism from T n * into T w *+i for all z'2^1. Define an infinite-dimensional torus T co == (R) T^'. Denoting 4=1 ,T=(;TI, #2, ...)^'^0 0 where ^G=T W ', z'^1, we define a mapping
It is easy to see that a is an automorphism of the topological group T°°.
Since the subgroup 0 T n * is cr-invariant, cr induces the factor automori=jc+i °°p hism <j<*> of the factor group r(*) = T°°/ 0 r^=T%® ... ®T»*:
It can be proved inductively using the following lemma that each cr^) is ergodic. Hence cr is itself ergodic. Next we will show that G=GA where G is the character group of can not find it in literatures, so we will give here its proof for the completeness.
Since each U n (g) is isomorphic to the (additive) group Z of all integers, there is a divisible extension K= 0 Q n of K where each Q n is isomorphic to Q (cf. [4] ). Let us define U as follows. For there is k such that/*G=7ST, and then there is unique f^K such 
